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In two separate experiments, weight adjusted doses of

nocodazole and acrylamide were injected intraperitoneally at

various time intervals into twelve week old female mice.

Within the nocodazole experiment, the doses were injected at

varying time intervals before and after mating. On day

seventeen of gestation, the female mice were sacrificed and

their uterine contents examined. Nocodazole induced a

significant increase in reproductive pathology per total

implants when administered one hour after mating to the

(SECxC57BL)F, stock: 5.00% total deads, 70.23% moles, and

3.41% abnormal fetuses. Acrylamide treatment produced a

significant reduction in live births when administered six

hours after mating: 50.86% moles and 46.46% living fetuses

per total implants.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Chromosomal aberrations are a genetic problem which

must be addressed by the human species. In this regard

aneuploidy has the greatest impact on the human population

because of aneuploidy's frequency and compatibility with

long-term survival. Its human impact varies from miscarried

and aborted fetuses to severe mental retardation and

physical malformations (Epstein 1986). Biotechniques

recently developed allow a researcher to locate genes, to

organize genomic libraries, and to detect the origin of

certain genetic syndromes. However, little progress has

been made in tracing and understanding the cellular

mechanisms which result in aneuploidy. I sought to study

the effects of two chemicals on the first cleavage develop-

ment of the mammalian conceptus: nocodazole (a spindle

inhibitor) which was predicted to produce nondisjunction

and acrylamide (an alkylating agent) to which the zygote was

predicted to be susceptible. Both chemicals interfere with

normal developmental mechanisms to produce anomalies

possibly resembling trisomic characteristics as well as

early death in utero. Considering the effects each chemical

has on embryonic and fetal development, acrylamide and

nocodazole allow one to investigate the plausible pathways
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regarding genetic abnormalities induced by chromosomal

breaks and nondisjunction.

Teratogenicity of a chemical is dependent on its

ability to induce a congenital defect. The defect usually

is produced during embryonic or fetal development and

results in abnormal morphology and/or physiology. On the

other hand, a mutagen produces a transmissible change in the

nucleotide sequence or number within chromosomal DNA.

Abnormal developmental mutagenesis refers to changes in the

genome of germ cells. Within this research, nocodazole was

administered at various time intervals so that the chemical

would be present during the critical periods of development.

Alternatively, acrylamide was administered at the six hour

interval to test the effects of the chemical on one stage of

development. The observed anomalies in both experiments

were then compared to trisomic characteristics to see if

aneuploidic offspring were produced. In this manner,

aneuploidy thus becomes one more class of research to probe

normal mammalian development.



CHAPTER II

MATING AND FERTILIZATION IN MUS MUSCULUS

By the twelfth day of fetal life, the mouse oogonia are

entering the prophase stage of the first meiotic division in

the ovary. After birth, all oocytes are arrested in the

late prophase stage by the fifth day. Proceeding through

metaphase, anaphase, telophase, and resulting in the first

polar body extrusion, sexually active female oocytes arrest

at the metaphase stage of the second meiotic division (Rugh

1968). The female mouse mates during estrus since the ova

are ready for fertilization (Rugh 1968). Because estrus

usually begins around midnight, mating is most common at

approximately two ante meridian, but may occur in either the

late evening or early morning. Fertilization of the ova in

the ampulla of the fallopian tube occurs as a result of

morning matings (Rugh 1968). A vaginal plug is the evidence

of a successful mating. Although it has been estimated by

Rugh that sixty million sperm are present in the ejaculate,

only approximately one hundred survive to reach the ova in

the ampulla of the oviduct. The fertilizable life span of

the ovum is approximately fifteen hours, and the ovum

completes its second meiotic division and the normal diploid

number is restored by the union of the maternal and paternal

pronuclei (Rugh 1968). Clumping of the ova does not
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interfere with fertilization.

Microvilli are present at both the site of the first

polar body expulsion and the site of sperm entrance (Rugh

1968). Once the sperm reaches the vitellus the second polar

body is released. Lying parallel to the surface of the

cell, the spindle of the second polar body rotates

approximately ninety degrees so that one end of the spindle

is near the surface and the other is within the ovum (Rugh

1968). Half of the chromosomes migrate along the spindle

and enter the second polar body.

Within the ampulla of the fallopian tube, an active

spermatozoon retains its fertilization ability up to eight

hours, allowing all the eggs to be fertilized by six hours

after actual mating (Rugh 1968). Before penetration the

spermatozoon may rest at the egg's surface. A rupturing of

the egg's membrane allowing the spermatozoon to enter and

closure around the entrance once the spermatozoon has

entered is the process of penetration. Penetration is

accomplished within thirty minutes, and the spermatozoon

loses its acrosome and comes in immediate contact with the

vitelline membrane (Rugh 1968). At the ovum's surface, the

sperm's plasma membrane is continuous with the egg's

membrane, but the sperm's plasma membrane remains intact

around the portion of the spermatozoon outside the vitellus

(Rugh 1968).
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Embryonic and Fetal Growth

As early as six hours after mating, both male and

female pronuclei are in the center of the ovum and

fertilization is considered complete when the pronuclei are

contiguous and the first cleavage spindle is forming (Rugh

1968). The pronuclei membrane disappear and the chromosomes

split longitudinally before the first cleavage. Since it

may take up to four hours for all the mature ova in the

oviduct to be fertilized, different stages of development

are observed among the preimplanted ova present in the

female (Rugh 1968). During this early stage of

development, the ovum and sperm are most susceptible to

chemical induction of genetic aberrations.

Embryonic and fetal growth continues between

fertilization and birth. During the first four to five days

of development, the conceptus is unattached and the

independent embryo undergoes cleavage. It implants during

the late blastocyst phase and consists of approximately one

hundred twenty cells (Rugh 1968). The two major cell

populations present are the outer trophoectoderm and an

inner cell mass. The fetus develops within the inner cell

mass and implantation marks the beginning of maternal

dependent growth and development. Three germ layers are

within the inner cell mass during the first stages of post-

implantational development. Organogenesis is evident at the

six to eight and ten to twelve day stages, and term is
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reached eighteen to twenty days after fertilization (Rugh

1968).



CHAPTER III

ANEUPLOIDY IN MUS MUSCULUS

Aneuploidy is a term which describes an individual or a

cell that possesses more or fewer chromosomes than the

normal multiple of the haploid set (Chandley 1987). A high

incidence of aneuploidy within the human population has been

attributed to nondisjunction and maternal aging. The change

in gene dosage rather than the actual presence or absence of

chromosomes is responsible for the detrimental aspects of

aneuploidy (Chandley 1987). Recent studies regarding the

effects of ethanol and other spindle-acting agents have

shown that the disruption of the spindle apparatus leads to

aneuploidy (Chandley 1987). Other factors have also been

investigated as possible contributors to the production of

aneuploid cells. These factors include hormones, genetic

background, spindles, and chemical and environmental agents.

Causes and Models of Aneuploidy

Three possible causes of meiotic aneuploidy are aging

and the resulting physiological changes, genetic background,

and environmental induction. Meiotic trisomies are produced

by nondisjunction of metaphase I more frequently then

metaphase II due to the susceptibility of the cells (Backer

and Allen 1987). Errors in bivalent formation, segregation,
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and crossing over lead to aneuploidy in primary meiocytes

whereas spindle malformation and malfunction are more likely

to cause aneuploidy in secondary meiocytes (Backer and Allen

1987). Aging leads to aneuploidy since older oocytes have

fewer chiasmata and more univalents (Backer and Allen 1987).

Environmental induction of aneuploidy results either

directly from the action of chemical agents on spindle

structures and chromosomes, or indirectly by interfering

with general cell physiology.

Today, researchers theorize that microtubule

aberrations are the leading cause of aneuploidy. Many

models have been proposed to explain the induction of

aneuploidy due to the spindle's involvement. Chromosomal

displacement is a cellular phenomenon which has been

explored. Chromosomes are observed in the center of the

hollow spindle apparatus rather than along the circumference

of the spindle (Backer and Allen 1987). Aneuploidy results

from the displacement and malsegregation of the misplaced

chromosome(s). Another possible explanation of aneuploidy

is the effect of different chemical agents on spindle

metabolism. Structural changes, such as chromosomal breaks

and translocations, induced by either environmental or

intracellular mechanisms, also lead to aneuploidy since

chromosomes are active in directing spindle assembly.

Kinetochore-associated growth and organization of the

spindle apparatus lead to the bipolar spindle and chromatid
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segregation (De Brabander 1982). Chromosomal translocations

forming quadrivalents in meiosis also lead to segregation

errors. However, the actual step by step mechanism that

leads to aneuploidy is unknown due to the difficulty in

studying intercellular and intracellular processes in vivo

and in utero without disrupting normal cellular functions.



CHAPTER IV

TRISOMY IN MUS MUSCULUS

Most mice trisomies usually survive to midgestation.

All of the full mice trisomies, except for trisomy 19,

trisomy 16, and trisomy 18, die before parturition (Epstein

1986). 'The time intervals of death due to full trisomic

syndromes have been divided into three periods: nine to

eleven days, thirteen to fifteen days, and sixteen days

until term (Epstein 1986). The precise cause of death is

virtually unknown although in some cases death seems to be

attributed to poor embryonic growth and development. Gropp

has also suspected the placental insufficiency observed when

an aneuploid fetus is unable to thrive due to an aneuploid

placenta. In respect to early death due to trisomy, the

mice trisomies do not significantly differ from the human

trisomies which almost always die during gestation. Even

with the most highly publicized human trisomy, trisomy 21,

approximately seventy-five percent of all recognizable

trisomic embryos and fetuses die during gestation (Epstein

1986). Within the scope of this paper, only conspicuous and

relative external anomalies associated with various mice

trisomies will be discussed and categorized according to the

trisomy.

Trisomy 1 has an estimated survival time of fourteen to
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fifteen days of gestation, and the most noticeable external

anomaly is holoprosencephaly (Gropp et al. 1975; Epstein

1986). Similarly, trisomy 9 has an estimated survival time

of ten to eleven days of gestation and occasional

exencephaly (Gropp et al. 1975; Epstein 1986). Trisomy 12

has survived fourteen to seventeen days of gestation, and

one hundred percent exencephaly and edema are associated

with this trisomy (Gropp et al. 1975; Epstein 1986). Trisomy

13 and trisomy 18 both may survive thirteen days until term

and cleft palate is associated with both trisomies (Gropp et

al. 1975; Hongell and Gropp 1982; Epstein 1986). Trisomy 14

has an estimated survival of fourteen to nineteen days of

gestation with fifty percent exencephaly whereas trisomy 16

survives fourteen days until term with open eyelids and

edema (Gropp et al. 1975; Epstein 1986). In most mice

trisomies, both growth retardation and congenital

malformations are frequent. In some trisomies, such as in

the case of trisomy 19, a mouse may survive until term but

die due to poor weight gain and respiratory failure.

Generation of Trisomic Mice

Breaks in chromosomes produce two ends which may follow

three different paths. First, two ends may result which may

remain ununited and lead to the loss of a chromosomal

segment which does not contain the centromere. On the other

hand, the ends may reunite and lead to the reconstitution of

the original chromosome. Finally, one or both ends may join
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to another chromosome end (from a separate break) and create

a nonrestitutional union. Depending on the number of

breaks, the location of the breaks, and the pattern of

reunion, a wide variety of structural changes and anomalies

may occur. For instance, a duplication of a section of a

chromosome may lead to trisomic characteristics due to the

excess of gene production.

In addition to changes in the configuration of

chromosomes, Robertsonian changes may arise from aberrations

that lead to the fusion of two formerly separate

nonhomologous chromosomes into a single chromosome, or the

separation of formerly joined sections of a chromosome into

two chromosomes. When a reciprocal translocation occurs

between two nonhomologous acrocentric chromosomes to form a

metacentric chromosome and a "segment" of a chromosome, a

reduction of chromosomes (i.e. monosomy) is generated. On

the other hand, the splitting of a metacentric chromosome

into two acrocentric chromosomes may occur. This formation

of two acrocentric chromosomes has two possible mechanisms.

The first involves the translocation of an arm from a

metacentric to a centromere on a "small" chromosome

generated by a break. The second mechanism is the fission

of the centromere of a metacentric chromosome by the

transverse splitting of the centromere leading to two

independent telocentric chromosomes, each associated with a

section of the former centromere. Therefore, aneuploid
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changes in chromosome number is not restricted to

nondisjunction. Furthermore, aneuploid differences between

species may be due to the increased frequency of chromosomal

translocations and rearrangements.

The most widely used breeding scheme is the scheme

developed by White et al. in 1974 (Epstein 1986). Full

chromosomal aneuploidy can be generated in the mouse and is

usually based on the use of parental stocks which are

heterozygous for two Robertsonian fusion (translocation,

metacentric) chromosomes which share a common arm (Epstein

1986). The scheme is dependent on the meiotic segregation

of double Robertsonian (metacentric) fusion chromosomal

heterozygotes which have a common arm (Epstein 1986). The

yield may range from fourteen to twenty-two percent of both

trisomic and monosomic embryos within forty-eight hours of

fertilization and fifteen to forty-two percent trisomic

offspring by midgestation (Epstein 1986). Of the six

possible gametes generated, two are trisomic-monosomic

combinations and thus early embryonic death is observed; two

are balanced [2n(meta)] progeny with forty chromosome arms

and one metacentric arm; one monosomy with thirty-nine arms

and no metacentrics (also early embryonic death); and one

trisomy with forty-one arms and two metacentrics (Epstein

1986). The trisomy for the homologous arm is identified by

the presence of two metacentrics and a total of forty-one

chromosome arms. The monosomy has thirty-nine chromosomes
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and no metacentrics (Epstein 1986).

In Mus musculus, there are normally nineteen pairs of

acrocentric autosomes and two acrocentric sex chromosomes.

Today, only a few radiation-induced Robertsonian fusion

(metacentric) chromosomes have been identified in laboratory

mice. On the other hand, feral mice which carry

translocated chromosomes have been bred with laboratory mice

in order to transfer the translocation to the laboratory

strains (Epstein 1986). Usually, it is more desirable to

have the male carry the translocation since the female mouse

is sacrificed, but this is not always necessary and

sometimes not possible since the male mouse may be partly

infertile or completely sterile.



CHAPTER V

MICROTUBULES AND TUBULIN CONCENTRATION

Because nondisjunction may lead to aneuploidy, the role

of the spindle apparatus has been questioned. However, to

understand the role of the spindle apparatus, the mechanisms

concerning the spindle's development and maintenance need to

be explored. When the tubulin concentration decreases below

the cytoplasmic critical concentration, microtubule assembly

occurs near the centrosomes and kinetochores (De Brabander

1982). The newly formed microtubules are not necessarily

anchored to the microtubule organizing centers (MTOCs). The

influence of MTOCs on microtubule assembly decreases with

the decreasing tubulin concentration (De Brabander 1982).

Today, it is theorized that microtubules connect to the

MTOCs by either their minus end or positive end. The minus

end is associated with the centrosome and the positive end

is associated with the kinetochores. The attachment to the

MTOCs is made possible through lateral bonds between the

MTOCs and the microtubules (De Brabander 1982). The free

end of the microtubule adds or subtracts tubulin units.

While assembling or stabilizing microtubules at specific

sites, the MTOCs suppress continuous addition of tubulin

units. With the alternating exchange of GDP and GTP at the

sites of tubulin subunit binding, hydrolysis of GTP is the

15
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energy driving tubulin assembly (De Brabander 1982).

Equilibrium is established when the subunits add or subtract

from the growing microtubule with no net increase in the

length of the microtubule. Treadmilling is the

phenomenon which is marked by the continuous loss of a

subunit from the minus end of the microtubule, and the

addition of the subunit to the positive end since the

critical tubulin concentration is increased at the negative

pole and decreased at the positive pole (De Brabander

1982). This equilibrium is maintained when the critical

tubulin concentration is also at equilibrium (De Brabander

1982).

Cofactors

In j vitro, the critical tubulin concentration is

dependent on the relative concentration of the cofactors.

Cofactors associated with the positive end of tubulin

assembly are MAPs, polycathions, GTP, magnesium, and an

acidic pH (De Brabander 1982). Polyanions, calcium, and a

basic pH influence the negative pole. Although the critical

tubulin concentration is theorized in vitro, it is not known

in vivo since the concentration of the relative cofactors is

unknown. De Brabander et al. (1976) discovered that

nocodazole in vivo increases the critical tubulin concentra-

tion. The molecular mechanism by which nocodazole, a

spindle inhibitor, interrupts microtubule assembly or if it

affects differentially the positive or negative ends of the
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microtubule are unknown. MTOCs may counteract nocodazole's

influence on the critical tubulin concentration since the

cytoplasmic concentration of tubulin is higher at the MTOCs

(De Brabander 1982).

At the microtubule organizing centers, induction of

assembly and anchoring of microtubules are two independent

events. Because both centrosomes and kinetochores are

located in a region of the cell with a low critical tubulin

concentration, they both induce assembly (De Brabander

1982). However, no treadmilling is evident when the minus

pole of the microtubule is bound to a centriolar satellite.

The microtubule grows from the positive end when the

negative end is loosely associated with pericentriolar

material.

Role of pjndles in Early Development of Mus musculus

Mouse eggs are arrested at the metaphase stage of

meiosis II and the spindle is evident peripherally between

five and twelve hours in the oviduct. Microvilli overlay

the entire egg's surface except the region above the spindle

which is tangent to the egg's surface (Rugh 1968). The

spindle is barrel-shaped and the microtubules project to

numerous microtubule foci (Szollosi et al. 1972).

Microtubules fill the cytoplasm of the mouse egg with a fine

lattice work with several foci as the pronuclei develop

after fertilization (Schatten et al. 1985). However, in the

absence of microtubules, the female pronucleus does not
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develop and the maternal chromosomes are dispersed (Schatten

et al. 1985). During fertilization microtubules are

essential for the separation and alignment of the female

mouse's chromosomes. Movement of male and female pronuclei

from the cortex to the egg's center is also dependent on

microtubules, and these microtubules are nucleated from

female sources (Schatten et al. 1985). The movement and

decondensation of the incorporated sperm nucleus and meiotic

chromosomes are prevented when microtubule assembly is

inhibited by chemical agents. Nocodazole does inhibit

growth of the spindle apparatus. However, when nocodazole

is removed from the cell, spindle assembly resumes but

displaced chromosomes remain displaced.



CHAPTER VI

NOCODAZOLE

Nocodazole {methyl[5-(2-thienylcarbonyl) -lH-

benzimidazol-2-yl] -carbamate} binds specifically to tubulin,

causing a rapid depolymerization of microtubules but

disassociates from tubulin once nocodazole is removed from

the system (Hugon et al. 1987; De Brabander 1982). Recent

studies have verified that if the meiotic spindle is

destroyed by nocodazole (10um), the MTOCs and chromosomes

move apart during a two to four hour interval and disperse

around the cytocortex (Howlett et al. 1985). The dispersal

of chromosomes requires functional microfilaments, and these

microfilaments are restricted to the cell cortex.

Furthermore, the area overlying the meiotic spindle is rich

in microfilaments but devoid of microvilli (Rugh 1968). Eggs

treated with nocodazole create a dispersal pattern of

chromosomes associated with characteristic actin rich and

microvilli-free areas of the cell (Howlett et al. 1985).

This observation suggests that direct interaction between

microfilaments, chromatin, and the plasma membrane is

possible.

At ovulation, the mouse oocyte is arrested at the

metaphase stage of the second meiotic division (Howlett et

al. 1985). Fertilization induces the completion of meiosis

19
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which results in the entry into the first mitotic cell cycle

in the development of the mouse zygote. Arrested at

metaphase of the second meiotic division of the oocyte, the

meiotic spindle's long axis is oriented parallel to the

cell's surface (Rugh 1968). Two bands of pericentriolar

material (PCM) are located at either end of the meiotic

spindle and function as microtubule organizing centers (De

Brabander 1982; Schatten et al 1985). At this point of

development, it is imperative that the spindle remains

intact until after the second polar body is formed if the

two haploid maternal chromosome sets are to be separated.

The maternal chromosomes are separated into two identical

haploid sets at the completion of anaphase II. Furrowing of

the surface membrane overlying the spindle equator forms two

equal-sized shoulders, one which decreases in size (Howlett

et al. 1985). Because the spindle remains attached to the

membrane at the equator and rotates ninety degrees, the

distal set of chromosomes is incorporated into the second

polar body (Rugh 1968; Howlett et al. 1985). The proximal

set of chromosomes stays in the egg and two hours after

fertilization the spindle fiber dissolves. Sperm entry is

not affected by nocodazole (Howlett et al. 1985). On the

other hand, formation of the fertilization core is delayed or

prevented by the lack of microfilaments and is nonexistent

in the absence of microtubules due to the presence of

nocodazole (Howlett et al. 1985).
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The rapid disassociation of nocodazole allows the

microtubules to reform in the cell and a process of recovery

follows. Oocytes fertilized in the presence of nocodazole

lack meiotic spindles and the second polar body does not

form as a result (Howlett et al. 1985; De Brabander 1982).

The maternal chromosomes and spindle microtubule organizing

centers disperse around the cytocortex if nocodazole is

present throughout fertilization and a few hours after

fertilization is complete (Howlett et al. 1985). Once the

maternal chromosomes complete meiotic anaphase, the

chromosomes are insensitive to nocodazole mediated dispersal

(Maro et al. 1986). On the other hand, if fertilized eggs

exposed continuously to nocodazole are returned to normal

medium two to six hours after sperm entry, spindles reform

at sites associated with dispersed maternal chromosomes but

not around the clustered paternal chromosomes (Maro et al.

1986). Multiple polar bodies also form. Multiple spindles

form when the clusters of maternal chromosomes recruit PCMs

capable of MTOC activity to organize the spindles in the

presence of intact microtubules (Howlett et al. 1985).

Pronuclear membranes independently form around the male

and female haploid sets three to five hours after

fertilization. Development of a nuclear membrane isolates

the chromatin from the cytoplasm and causes the

decondensation of the chromatin (Howlett et al. 1985).

Eight hours after fertilization both male and female
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pronuclei lie in the center of the egg's cytoplasm (Rugh

1968; Howlett et al. 1985). However, continuous exposure to

nocodazole prevents the pronuclear membranes to form and the

migration of the chromosomes to the egg's center (Howlett et

al. 1985). Furthermore, an assumption that microtubules

have a role in pronuclear membrane formation is unwarranted

since the egg arrests in the metaphase stage at this point

(Howlett et al. 1985). Removal of nocodazole within two

hours of insemination allows formation of the pronuclear

membranes but inhibits central migration (Schatten et al.

1985). Placement of fertilized eggs in nocodazole two hours

after insemination, pronuclear formation is observed but

there is no central migration (Schatten et al. 1985; Howlett

et al. 1985; Maro et al. 1986).

Sixteen hours after fertilization, eggs enter the

prometaphase stage after DNA replication (Howlett et al.

1985). PCMs surround the independent sets of male and

female chromosomes when the pronuclear membranes breakdown

(Howlett et al. 1985). The available PCMs within the egg

act as MTOCs and form the poles of the barrel shaped first

mitotic spindle (Howlett et al. 1985). During metaphase,

chromosomes line up at the equator of the spindle apparatus

and are indistinguishable visually as to maternal or

paternal origin. Understandably, eggs placed in nocodazole

prior to the completion of metaphase arrest as one cell

embryos, and the tetraploid mass of condensed chromosome is
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centrally located.

In the presence of varying doses of nocodazole,

aneuploidy and embryo loss and malformation may result from

abnormalities induced after sperm entry and during second

polar body formation. A diploid biparental two cell embryo

is dependent on the cytoskeleton. Dispersal of female

chromosomes by nocodazole is dependent on microfilaments.

Similarly, spindle rotation, second meiotic divisions, and

pronuclear migration are also dependent on microtubules and

microfilaments. Alternatively, pronuclear formation and

sperm entry are both microtubule and microfilament

independent.



CHAPTER VII

ACRYLAMIDE

Acrylamide is a vinyl monomer which is soluble in water

and currently used in the manufacturing of paper and

paperboard, as well as, a coagulant in the treatment of

drinking water (Smith et al. 1986; McCollister 1964).

Furthermore, it is used in polyacrylamide gels for

electrophoresis. Acrylamide is an alkylating agent which

attaches to the DNA and causes chromosomal damage in post

meiotic germ cells and exhibits a cumulative dose and dosing

schedule (Shiraishi 1978). Alkylation of the nitrogen bases

of DNA forms adducts, such as N1 -alkylguanine and N3_

alkyladenine, which are responsible for heritable

translocation (Generoso 1984; Shelby et al. 1987). Michael

additions at the ethylenic end of the DNA molecule or

through metabolically derived epoxide are two possible

mechanisms by which acrylamide may react with the

nucleophilic sites of DNA (Shelby et al. 1987). Within a

few hours of oral or applied administration of acrylamide,

acrylamide binds to testicular DNA (Hashimoto et al. 1981).

In Mus musculus, acrylamide produces germ cell mutagenicity

through its interaction with DNA (Shelby et al. 1987).

Acrylamide causes dominant lethals and heritable

translocations because of its attachment to nitrogen bases

24
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(Shelby et al. 1987). If the male mouse is treated,

preimplantation and postimplantation loss result in the

untreated female due to the damage acrylamide causes to the

sperm (Shiraishi 1978). On the other hand, an increase in

the number of resorption moles by the thirteenth day of

gestation is observed when treated females are mated to

untreated males (Sakamoto and Hashimoto 1986).

Long term administration of acrylamide induces frequent

chromatid exchanges and breaks in spermatogonia (Shiraishi

1978). Aneuploid cells increase proportionally with time at

dosage levels of fifty, one hundred, and one hundred-fifty

milligrams of acrylamide per kilogram of mouse twelve to

twenty-four hours after initial injection (Shiraishi 1978).

Semi-sterile offspring may result from spermatozoa carrying

reciprocal translocations.



CHAPTER VIII

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The experiments conducted within this paper are in

conjunction with the work by W. M. Generoso, Biology

Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory and are an extension

of the work conducted by J. C. Rutledge, M. D., Department

of Laboratories, Children's Hospital and Medical Center of

Dallas, Texas. The experiments were designed to answer the

following questions: 1.) does nocodazole induce trisomic

offspring by disrupting spindle formation and function 2.)

does acrylamide, like other alkylating agents, result in

anomalies and gestational death when the zygote is treated.

Treatment

W. M. Generoso at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory

mated twelve week old (SECxC57BL)F1 and (C3Hx57BL)F1 female

hybrids with twelve to twenty-four week old male mice of the

(C3HxC57BL)F1 stock. Both stocks have a high litter size,

high rate of mating, and high percentage of plugged females

which actually become pregnant. Pairing was initiated at

seven ante meridian and mating occurred within a thirty

minute period. Females with vaginal plugs were randomly

selected and placed into either treatment or control groups.

(SECxC57BL)F1 hybrid mice in the nocodazole treatment group

26
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were injected intraperitoneally with nocodazole at 1 and 6

hours after mating and separated into subgroups according to

the time of treatment. The dose of nocodazole was adjusted

to individual body weight and administered at 35 milligrams

of nocodazole per kilogram of body weight. (C3HxC57BL)F1

hybrid mice in the nocodazole treatment group were injected

intraperitoneally with nocodazole at 1, 6, 9, 14.5, 25, and

31 hours after mating and separated into subgroups according

to the time of treatment. The dose of nocodazole was

adjusted to individual body weight and administered at 35

milligrams of nocodazole per kilogram of body weight at each

time interval except the one hour interval. The one hour

dose was 20' milligrams of nocodazole per kilogram of body

weight. Other mice of the (SECxC57BL)F1 type in the

nocodazole treatment group were administered nocodazole at

the dosage level of 35 milligrams of nocodazole per kilogram

of body weight at 84, 60, and 12 hours prior to mating and

divided into subgroups according to time of treatment. In

all experiments concerning nocodazole, dimethyl sulfoxide

was the transport medium. Mice in the various control

groups were similarly injected with an equal volume of

dimethyl sulfoxide at the corresponding time interval.

Mice of the (C3HxC57BL)F1 stock in the acrylamide

treatment group were injected intraperitoneally with

acrylamide six hours after mating. The dose was adjusted to

individual body weight and was administered at 125
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milligrams of acrylamide per kilogram of body weight. Mice

of the (C3HxC57BL)Fi stock in the control group were

similarly injected with an equal volume of the transport

medium (Hanks Balanced Salt Solution) at the corresponding

time interval.

Preparation of the Fetuses

On the seventeenth day of gestation the pregnant

females were sacrificed and the uterine contents examined

for total implants, early embryonic death, late embryonic

death, resorption moles, and living fetuses. Early

embryonic death consisted of embryonic masses without eye

pigment, occurring prior to the eleventh day of development.

Late embryonic death consisted of fetuses or embryonic

masses which died after the eleventh day of development.

Both the late dead and the living fetuses were placed in a

neutral buffered formalin solution. Bottles containing the

fixed fetuses were coded and shipped to J. C. Rutledge, M.D.

for subsequent anatomical examination.

Examination of the Fetuses

The fixed fetuses were individually examined at 16X

magnification with a dissecting scope for any observable

external anomalies. Furthermore, a coronal section was made

through the mouth to detect cleft palates. Only fetuses

with definite anomalies confirmed by J. C. Rutledge, M.D.

were included in the final count. Because of the evident
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deterioration of the observed tissues, dead fetuses were not

scored for anomalies. The code was broken so that the data

could be divided into the proper control and treatment

groups once the entire experimental group had been

examined, scored, and confirmed. The most descriptive term

was selected for each anomaly, and closely related anomalies

were categorized under a single term. Fisher's exact test

was used to compare the experimental and control data. The

following is a list of the terms used to describe observed

anomalies, along with a brief explanation of each:

1. Exencephaly is the condition by which the brain is

reduced in size and is located outside the skull.

2. A small omphalocele is an opening in the abdominal

wall through which the small intestines protrude

outside the abdominal wall.

3. A large omphalocele is an opening in the abdominal

wall through which the intestines as well as the liver

protrude outside the abdominal wall.

4. A tail anomaly is an unusual positioning or curling of

the tail.

5. An extra digit is the condition which is marked by an

extra digit on one or both of the forepaws.

6. Hindlimb anomalies refer to the curved or rectilinear

positioning of one or both of the hindlimbs.

7. Eyelid anomalies refer to the absence of the upper

and/or lower eyelids on one or both eyes.
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8. Hydrops refer to an excessive accumulation of clear

watery fluid in any of the tissues or cavities of the

body.

Data

The following tables list the experimental results of

the nocodazole and acrylamide experiments. Tables 1 through

12 list the raw experimental data for nocodazole, raw

experimental data for dimethyl sulfoxide, malformations

induced by nocodazole, malformations induced by dimethyl

sulfoxide, percentage per total implants for nocodazole,

and dimethyl sulfoxide, data normalized per female for

nocodazole, and data normalized per female for dimethyl

sulfoxide. Tables 13 through 15 list data for both the

treatment and control groups in the acrylamide experiment.
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TABLE 1

RAW EXPERIMENTAL DATA--NOCODAZOLE

TIME # TOTAL LATE EARLY TOTAL MOLES LIVE LIVE
FEMALES IMPLANTS DEAD DEAD DEAD FETUSES ABNORMAL

FETUSES

*84 7a 74 0 0 0 1 73 0

*60 7a 81 3 0 3 1 77 1

*12 13a 120 0 1 1 3 116 0

1 58a 440 8 14 22 309 109 15

1 66b 572 3 18 21 305 246 16

6 9a 92 1 0 1 3 88 0

6 46b 539 8 1 9 38 492 7

9 64b 713 9 9 18 39 656 20

141 48b 527 9 8 17 65 445 17

25 42b 466 6 6 12 20 434 12

31 63b 685 9 3 12 36 637 20

* Nocodazole administered prior to mating.
a (SECxC57BL)F

1
b (C3HxC57BL)F

1
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TABLE 2

RAW EXPERIMENTAL DATA--DMSO

TIME # TOTAL LATE EARLY TOTAL MOLES LIVE LIVE
FEMALES IMPLANTS DEAD DEAD DEAD FETUSES ABNORMAL

FETUSES

*84 7a 79 0 0 0 3 76 0

*60 13a 135 2 0 2 5 128 2

*12 13a 124 0 0 0 6 118 3

1 27a 300 1 3 4 8 288 0

1 24b 268 1 4 5 7 256 13

6 5a 45 0 0 0 2 43 0

6 12b 137 1 4 5 8 124 10

9 14b 160 2 0 2 4 154 5

14" 12b 130 3 0 3 6 121 2

25 12b 142 1 0 1 3 138 7

31 16b 169 1 0 1 5 163 2

* DMSO administered prior to mating.
a (SECxC57BL) F1b (C3HxC57BL)F

1
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TABLE 3

MALFORMATIONS--NOCODAZOLE

TIME INTERVAL IN HOURS

Pre-mat ing

84 60 12
a a a

Post-mating

1 1 6 6 9 1412
a b a b b b

25 31
b b

EXEN-
CEPHALY

CLEFT
PALATE

SMALL
OMPHALO-
CELE

LARGE
OMPHALO-
CELE

TAIL
ANOMALIES

EXTRA
DIGITS

HINDLIMB
ANOMALIES

EYELID
ANOMALIES

HYDROPS

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 2 0 3 5 3

1 1 0 0 0 1

3 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 0 0 5 4

1 2 0 0 4 0

1 0 0 0 0 3

6 5 0 3 3 4

1 3 0 1 1 2

a (SECxC57BL)F
1

b (C3HxC57BL)F
1

2 7

0 0

1 0

0 0

2 5

4 3

0 1

2 4

1 0

1 I i 111 um II Il li m omsnisMi o.......

- i e si ils misspialmopilan
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TABLE 4

MALFORMATIONS--DMSO

TIME INTERVALS IN HOURS

Pre-mating

84 60 12
a a a

Post-mating

1
a

1
b

6
a

6 9 1412
b b b

EXEN-
CEPHALY

CLEFT
PALATE

SMALL
OMPHALO-
CELE

LARGE
OMPHALO-
CELE

TAIL
ANOMALIES

EXTRA
DIGIT

HINDLIMB
ANOMALIES

EYELID
ANOMALIES

HYDROPS

o 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0

o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 3 0 3 1 0

o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2

0 0 2 0 4 0 2 1 0

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

o 1 1 0 1 0 3 1 0

o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

a (SECxC57BI) F
b (C3HXC57BL)F

1

25 31
b b

4 0

0 0

0 0

1 1

1 1

o 0

o 0

1 0

o 0

I 11I i -



TABLE 5

PERCENTAGE PER TOTAL

TIME INTERVAL

Pre-mating Nocodazole

84 60 12
a a a

IMPLANTS

IN HOURS

Pre-mating DMSO

84 60 12
a a a

LATE
DEAD 0.00

EARLY
DEAD 0.00

TOTAL
DEAD 0.00

MOLES 1.35

LIVE
FETUSES 98.65

LIVE
ABNORMAL
FETUSES 0.00

ABNORMAL
FETUSES/
LIVE FETUS 0.00

a (SECxC57BL) F

35

3.70

0.00

3.70

1.23

95.06

1.23

1.30

0.00

0.833

0.833

2.50

96.67

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.80

96.20

0.00

0.00

1.48

0.00

1.48

3.70

94.81

1.48

1.56

0.00

0.00

0.00

4.84

95.16

2.42

2.54

p 11111 p si -
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TABLE 6

PERCENTAGE PER TOTAL IMPLANT

POST-MATING NOCODAZOI

TIME LATE EARLY TOTAL MOLES LIVE
DEAD DEAD DEAD FETUSES

a1

b1

a 6

b 6

b 9

b141

b25

b31

1.82

0.52

1.09

1.48

1.26

1.71

1.29

1.31

3.18

3.15

0.00

0.19

1.26

1.52

1.29

0.44

5.00

3.67

1.09

1.67

2.52

3.23

2.58

1.75

70.23

53.32

3.26

7.05

5.47

12.33

4.29

5.26

24.77

43.01

95.65

91.28

92. 01

84.44

93.13

92.99

E

LIVE
ABNORMAL
FETUSES

3.41

2.80

0.00

1.30

2.81

3.23

2.58

2.92

ABNORMAL
FETUSES/
LIVE FETUS

13.76

6.50

0.00

1.42

3.05

3.82

2.77

3.14

a (SECxC57BL)F
1

b (C3HxC57BL)F
1

as
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TABLE 7

PERCENTAGE PER TOTAL IMPLANT

POST-MATING DMSO

TIME LATE EARLY TOTAL MOLES LIVE LIVE ABNORMAL
DEAD DEAD DEAD FETUSES ABNORMAL FETUSES/

FETUSES LIVE FETUS

a 1 0.33 1.00 1.33 2.67 96.00 0.00 0.00

b 1 0.37 1.49 1.87 2.61 95.52 4.85 5.08

a 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.44 95.56 0.00 0.00

b 6 0.73 2.92 3.65 5.84 90.51 7.30 8.06

b 9 1.25 0.00 1.25 2.50 96.25 3.13 3.25

b141 2.31 0.00 2.31 4.62 93.08 1.54 1.65

b25 0.70 0.00 0.70 2.11 97.18 4.93 5.07

b31 0.59 0.00 0.59 2.96 96.45 1.18 1.23

a (SECxC57BL)F
1

b (C3HxC57BL)F
1
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TABLE 8

DATA NORMALIZED PER FEMALE--NOCODAZOLE
(Pre-mating)

TIME INTERVALS IN HOURS

Nocodazole

84
a

60
a

DMSO

12
a

84
a

60
a

12
a

# FEMALES

TOTAL
IMPLANTS

DEAD
LATE

DEAD
EARLY

TOTAL
DEAD

MOLES

LIVE
FETUSES

LIVE
ABNORMAL
FETUSES

7 7

10.57 11.57

13 7

9.23

0.000 0.429 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.077

0.000 0.429 0.077

0.143 0.143 0.231

10.43 11.00 8.92

0.000 0.143 0.000

13 13

11.29 10.38 9.54

0.000 0.154 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.154 0.000

0.429 0.385 0.462

10.86 9.85 9.08

0.000 0.154 0.231

a (SECXC57BL)F
1
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TABLE 9

DATA NORMALIZED PER FEMALE--NOCODAZOLE
(Post-mating)

TIME INTERVALS IN HOURS

la

# FEMALES

TOTAL
IMPLANTS

LATE
DEAD

EARLY
DEAD

TOTAL
DEAD

MOLES

LIVE
FETUSES

lb

58 66

7.59

0.138

0.241

0.379

5.33

1.88

8.67

0.045

0.273

0.318

4.62

3.73

6a 6b

9

10.22

0.111

0.000

0.111

0.333

9.78

46

11.71

0.174

0.022

0.196

0.826

10.70

LIVE
ABNORMAL
FETUSES 0.259 0.242 0.000 0.152

a (SECXC57BL)Fl
b (C3HxC57BL)F

1

Ilhll11 1III -
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TABLE 10

DATA NORMALIZED PER FEMALE--NOCODAZOLE
(Post-mating)

TIME INTERVALS IN HOURS

9b

# FEMALES

TOTAL
IMPLANTS

LATE
DEAD

EARLY
DEAD

TOTAL
DEAD

MOLES

LIVE
FETUSES

LIVE
ABNORMAL
FETUSES

64

11.14

0.141

0.141

0.281

0.609

10.25

0.313

14lb

48

10.98

0.188

0.167

0.354

1.35

9.27

0.354

25b

42

11. 10

0.143

0.143

0.286

0.476

10.33

0.286

31b

63

10.87

0.143

0.048

0.190

0.571

10.11

0.317

b (C3HXC57BL)F
1
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TABLE 11

DATA NORMALIZED PER FEMALE--DMSO
(Post-mating)

TIME INTERVALS IN HOURS

la

# FEMALES

TOTAL
IMPLANTS

LATE
DEAD

EARLY
DEAD

TOTAL
DEAD

MOLES

LIVE
FETUSES

LIVE
ABNORMAL
FETUSES

lb

27 24

11. 11

0.037

0.111

0.148

0.296

10.67

0.000

11.17

0.042

0.167

0.208

0.292

10.67

0.542

6a

5

9.00

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.400

8.60

0.000

a (SECxC57BL)F
1

b (C3HxC57BL)F
1

6b

12

11.41

0.083

0.333

0.417

0.667

10.33

0.8 3 3
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TABLE 12

DATA NORMALIZED PER FEMALE--DMSO
(Post-mating)

TIME INTERVALS IN HOURS

9b

# FEMALES

TOTAL
IMPLANTS

LATE
DEAD

EARLY
DEAD

TOTAL
DEAD

MOLES

LIVE
FETUSES

14

11.43

0.143

0.000

0.143

0.286

11.00

14Tbh

12

10.83

0.250

0.000

0.250

0.500

10.08

25b

12

11.83

0.083

0.000

0.083

0.250

11.50

31b

16

10.56

0.063

0.000

0.063

0.313

10.19

LIVE
ABNORMAL
FETUSES 0.357 0.167 0.583 0.125

b (C3HXC57BL)F
1

h III i - i mi 1 -
a e i _....... - ...
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TABLE 13

RAW EXPERIMENTAL DATA--ACRYLAMIDE

TIME INTERVAL-SIX HOURS

ACRYLAMIDE HANKS BALANCED
SALT SOLUTION

# FEMALES

TOTAL IMPLANTS

LATE DEAD

EARLY DEAD

TOTAL DEAD

MOLES

LIVE FETUSES

LIVE ABNORMAL
FETUSES

b (C3HXC57BL)F
1

51b

523

17b

9

5

192

14

4

1

266

243

5

7

40

180

10
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TABLE 14

MALFORMATIONS--ACRYLAMIDE

(C3HxC57BL) F 1

TIME INTERVAL-SIX HOURS

ACRYLAMIDE HANKS BALANCED
SALT SOLUTION

EXEN-
CEPHALY

CLEFT
PALATE

SMALL
OMPHALOCELE

LARGE
OMPHALOCELE

TAIL
ANOMALIES

EXTRA DIGITS

HINDLIMB
ANOMALIES

EYELID
ANOMALIES

HYDROPS

2

5

2

1

4

0

0

3
10

1

8

5

6

1

0

0

lill 1 i
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TABLE 15

PERCENTAGE PER TOTAL IMPLANTS-ACRYLAMIDE

TIME INTERVAL-SIX HOURS

ACRYLAMIDE HANKS BALANCED
SALT SOLUTION

# FEMALES

TOTAL IMPLANTS

LATE DEAD

EARLY DEAD

TOTAL DEAD

MOLES

LIVE FETUSES

LIVE ABNORMAL
FETUSES

ABNORMAL
FETUSES/
LIVE FETUS

51b

523
*10.25

1.72
*0.177

0.956
*0.098

24.68
*0.275

50.86
*5.22

46.46
*4.76

7.65
*0. 784

16.46

* Data normalized per female.
b (C3HxC57BL)F

1

17b

192
*11.29

2.08
*0. 235

0.52
*0.059

2.60
*0.294

3.65
*0.412

93.75
*10.59

5.21

*0. 588

5.56



CHAPTER IX

EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of the nocodazole experiment are shown in

Table 1 through Table 12. In both experiments only

statistically significant results will be discussed. The

first area of discussion is the uterine analysis, Tables 1

through 7. Due to the different stocks, the data can be

subdivided according to the type of mice. In the

(SECxC57BL)F1 stock at the one hour interval, the increase

in the number of early embryonic deaths, total embryonic

deaths, moles, living abnormal fetuses, living abnormal

fetuses per live fetus and the decrease in living fetuses

are statistically significant (P<.05). Similarly, in the

(C3HxC57BL)Fi stock at the one hour interval, the increase

in the number of moles and the decrease in the number of

living fetuses are statistically significant (P<.05), even

at fifty-seven percent of the dose used in the (SECxC57BL)F1
stock. Overall, in the nocodazole experiment the number of

embryos lost prior to preimplantation is significant at the

one hour interval. In characterizing anomalies at the one

hour interval, refer to Tables 3 and 4. In the (SECxC57BL)F1
stock at the one hour interval, forty percent of the

anomalies in the treatment group consist of eyelid

anomalies, twenty percent of the anomalies consist of small

46
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omphaloceles, and approximately seven percent of the

anomalies consist of cleft palates, large omphaloceles, tail

anomalies, extra digits, hindlimb anomalies, and hydrops,

respectively. In the (SECxC57BL)F1 stock control group at

the one hour interval, no anomalies are reported. In the

same matter, in the (C3HxC57BL)rF1 treatment group at the one

hour interval, thirty-one percent of the anomalies consist

of eyelid anomalies, approximately nineteen percent of the

anomalies consist of hydrops, and twelve and one half

percent consist of exencephalies and extra digits

respectively, and approximately six percent of the anomalies

consist of cleft palates, small omphaloceles, large

omphaloceles, and tail anomalies, respectively. In the

(C3HxC57BL)F1 control group at the one hour interval,

approximately thirty-one percent of the anomalies consist of

extra digits, twenty-three percent of the anomalies consist

of small omphaloceles, and approximately eight percent

consist of exencephalies, cleft palates, large omphaloceles,

tail anomalies, eyelid anomalies, and hydrops, respectively.

Overall, the increase in the number of early dead, late

dead, total dead, and abnormal living fetuses per live

fetuses is significant at the one hour interval. The

decrease in the number of implants is due to the

preimplantation loss induced by nocodazole.

On the other hand, at the six hour interval

(SECxC57B4L)F1 hybrids produce no statistically significant
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results although the (C3HxC57BL)F1 hybrids do produce

statistically significant (P<.05) results concerning the

increase in early embryonic deaths, living abnormal fetuses

per total implants, and living abnormal fetuses per live

fetuses. In the (C3HxC57BL)Fi stock in the treatment group

at the six hour interval, approximately forty-three percent

of the anomalies are exencephalies and eyelid anomalies

respectively, and approximately fourteen percent of the

anomalies is hydrops. In the (C3HxC57BL)Fi stock in the

control group at the six hour interval, thirty percent are

small omphaloceles and eyelid anomalies respectively, and

twenty percent of the anomalies are exencephalies and extra

digits respectively. Since the treatment time and dosage in

both stocks are identical the difference observed may be due

to the differences between the stocks themselves, or perhaps

due to the low number of females treated in the stock

showing no effect.

The results of the acrylamide experiment are shown in

Table 10 through Table 12. Uterine analysis reveals that the

increase in number of resorption moles, abnormal living

fetuses per live fetus, and the decrease in the number of

living fetuses are statistically significant (P<.05). In

characterizing anomalies in the treatment group at the six

hour interval, refer to Table 14. Twenty-five percent of

the anomalies consist of tail anomalies, twenty percent are

hindlimb anomalies, fifteen percent are hydrops, twelve and
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one half percent are cleft palates and eyelid anomalies

respectively, five percent are exencephalies and small

omphaloceles respectively, and two and one half percent are

large omphaloceles and extra digits respectively. In the

control group, forty percent of the anomalies are

exencephalies, thirty percent are tail anomalies, ten

percent are small omphaloceles, extra digits, and eyelid

anomalies respectively.



CHAPTER X

DISCUSSION

The teratogenicity of a chemical is determined by the

observed growth deficiency, alteration of morphogenesis,

alteration of CNS performance, infertility and fetal

wastage, and carcenogenicity or mutagenicity induced. The

variables most widely utilized to test the teratogenicity

are the dosage of the chemical, the time of administration

of the chemical, the host's susceptibility, and the

facilitation or suppression of the effects by environmental

factors.

In the nocodazole experiment, the time interval seems

to be the key since the dosage remained constant but the

significance of the results varied with each time interval.

As indicated previously, nine to ten hours prior to

ovulation, the first meiotic division of an oocyte is

initiated and lasts approximately six hours. The second

meiotic division begins but is rapidly arrested at the

metaphase stage until fertilization. Sperm can pass from

the cervix to the ampulla in approximately fifteen minutes.

Fertilization activates the ovum and syngamy results. Some

sperm-egg collisions occur within fifteen minutes of mating

and the spermatozoon may pause at the egg's surface thirty

to forty minutes before proceeding. Penetration requires

50
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approximately thirty minutes and activation of the ovum by

the fertilizing spermatozoon occurs within sixty minutes

after penetration. Activation stimulates the ovum to

complete the second meiotic division, by which the ovum

becomes haploid, and syngamy restores the normal diploid

number of chromosomes.

Nocodazole binds specifically to tubulin and causes a

rapid depolymerization of the microtubules. However, it

rapidly disassociates from tubulin once the excess

nocodazole is removed. The process of recovery follows

nocodazole removal. By disrupting the spindle's formation,

chromosomal displacement may occur and aneuploidy may

result. The mechanism for producing aneuploid organisms

through nondisjunction is based on the failure of two

members of a pair of homologous chromosomes to disjoin

properly during meiosis. Since the spindle apparatus is

disrupted at the second meiotic division, trisomic and

monosomic progeny may result due to the failure of the two

sister chromatids to divide correctly, such that some

gametes contain both monads and some gametes contain none.

At the one hour interval, the rates of induced

malformations, resorption moles, and death are significantly

higher than the control. However, comparison of the types

of anomalies induced in both the treatment with the control

groups at the one hour interval is not conclusive as to

whether nocodazole did induce trisomic and/or monosomic
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offspring. The spectrum of defects does not absolutely

correlate with trisomy and is, in fact, similar to that seen

with acrylamide. In both experiments some of the observed

anomalies may in fact be a result of deformation, not

malformation. Hind-limb anomalies and tail anomalies may be

the result of the physical hindrance of the mother's uterus

not allowing the embryos to move and to grow properly. Some

of these anomalies may be restored to normal be placing the

limb back into position before development is complete.

Furthermore, by its broadest definition, teratogenesis does

occurr although there is appreciable lethality at the one

hour interval.

Cytogenetic studies at the one hour interval by

Generoso (1989) reveal that nocodazole administered at

thirty-five milligrams of nocodazole per kilogram of body

weight does induce abnormal chromosome numbers in embryos.

In the treatment group, approximately fifty-nine percent of

the one hundred twenty-three embryos analyzed exhibit

numerical aberrations (Generoso et al. 1989). Furthermore,

approximately forty-one percent of the analyzed embryos

exhibit the diploid number of chromosomes, approximately

eleven percent of the analyzed embryos exhibit the haploid

number of chromosomes, and approximately twenty percent of

the analyzed embryos exhibit the triploid number of

chromosomes (Generoso et al. 1989). In the control group,

one half percent of the one hundred
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ninety-one embryos analyzed exhibit numerical aberrations

(Generoso et al. 1989). The cytogenetics evidence suggests

that nocodazole does induce nondisjunction. Also, the

increase in the number of embryonic deaths in the

(SECxC57:BL)F1 stock suggests the possibility of autosomal

trisomies since death occurs at midgestation. Within this

experiment at the one hour interval as well as the six hour

interval, an increase in the number of malformations, moles,

and deaths is observed. Therefore, I conclude that these

observations are congruent with Generoso's work and are a

result of nondisjunction due to the disruption of the

spindle apparatus.

Acrylamide

In the acrylamide experiment only one time interval was

evaluated. In the mouse, both male and female pronuclei may

be observed as early as six hours after mating. The two

pronuclei synthesize DNA before their fusion and each moves

toward the other and meet in the center of the ovum.

Fertilization is complete when the pronuclei are almost

contiguous and the first cleavage spindle is forming. At

the first cleavage, a distinction between male and female

chromatin is not evident.

Previous research reveals that acrylamide causes

chromosomal breaks and exchanges which can lead to

reciprocal translocations as well as other chromosomal

aberrations. Acrylamide binds to germ cell DNA within a few
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hours of administration and has a propensity to alkylate

nitrogen as opposed to oxygen. Alkylation of nitrogen atoms

in nucleoside bases instead of oxygen induce dominant

lethals and heritable translocations. However since it is

administered six hours after mating, numerous chromosomal

aberrations due to the alkylating action of acrylamide may

occur and lead to an increase in resorption moles, fetal

wastage, and numerous anomalies. Comparably, Generoso's

study (1987) regarding female mice of the (C3HxC57BL)F1 and

(SECxC57BL)F1 stocks exposure to ethylene oxide, a

monofunctional alkylating agent that reacts at the N-7

postion on guanine, found an increase in congenital

abnormalities and death in the fetuses. Ethylene oxide is a

clastogen that produces dominant-lethal mutations and

heritable translocations in post-meiotic germ cells of male

mice (Generoso et al. 1987). Increased numbers of

midgestation and late deaths are observed when ethylene

oxide is administered six hours after mating. Another

mutagen, ethyl methanesulfonate, like ethylene oxide,

induces an increase in the number of midgestation and late

fetal deaths when administered six hours after mating

(Generoso et al. 1988). Similarly, within the acrylamide

experiment, the rates of increased resorption moles,

decrease in living fetuses, and increased abnormal fetuses

per live fetus are significantly higher than the control.

Furthermore, in both the ethylene oxide and acrylamide
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studies, omphaloceles, tail anomalies, hindlimb anomalies,

and hydrops are observed. Within both of Generoso's

studies, maternal toxicity and the possibility that the

effects observed in the six hour post-mate groups are a

consequence of the decrease in the number of conceptuses is

ruled out (Generoso et al. 1987: Generoso et al. 1988). As

with Generoso's studies, the effects observed in fetuses

after maternal mice are exposed to acrylamide suggest that

genetic damage increases the number of moles, abnormal

fetuses, and decreases the number of living fetuses. Fetal

loss may be due to chromosome breakage resulting in

chromosome imbalance. In all three experiments, the results

are a new phenomenon in the experimental induction of

embryopathy and warrant investigation to establish the

mechanism(s) involved and the significance the phenomenon

has in the overall origin of congenital abnormalities in the

mammalian population.
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